
WEDNESDAY CO CONDOMS ($10/PACK) 
LGBTQ+ and Canadian-owned and operated 
Wednesday Co’s condoms are made with some of 
the highest-quality materials on the market. Like 
us at The Drake, they believe in sexual wellness 
and pleasure for all. Feel good about wrapping it 
up with these top-of-the-line condoms.

SOFT RAIN VIBE ($40) *NEW!*
The waterproof, 3” Soft Rain bullet from Canadian 
owned PowerBullet is not your ordinary vibe. 
With its teardrop shape, easy to operate large 
button with 7 functions and velvety smooth finish, 
your sexy time will go to a whole new level.

TENGA EGGS ($13)
This is a favourite of our friends at Come As You 
Are. This super cute and innovative sex sleeve for 
penises comes in six different textures, so you can 
mix things up for solo or partner play, and never 
know what you’re going to get. 

FUCKWATER SILICONE LUBE ($20) *NEW!* 
This made in Canada lube is made with a blend of 
silicones, plus aloe and vitamin E, so it is soothing 
while you have a great time for a long time. 4 oz. 

WHIP ($13) *NEW!*
From proudly BIPOC-owned Soft Spot, this simple 
tool is perfect for all experience levels with BDSM 
from newbies to experts.

PADDLE ($26)
This sexy paddle will strike all those good feels 
into any pleasure seeker in its path! 

NEON RABBIT VIBE ($45) *NEW!*
It’s the famous Rabbit vibe, now in neon! 
Waterproof and multi-speed 8” g-spot vibrator 
that’s a classic for a reason. From Soft Spot. 
Uses 2 AAA batteries (included).

TONGUE VIBE ($17) *NEW!*
Also from Soft Spot, this vibrator with its little 
bumps on the surface gives you some reeeeal 
good sensations – it’ll turn you on even before 
you turn it on!

WE-VIBE ($200)
There really is nothing like the We-Vibe when it 
comes to couple friendly vibrator design. Let your 
imagination run wild with this double-ended, 
remote controlled toy with 10 vibration modes 
and waterproof design. Designed in Canada!

BLINDFOLD ($16)
Cover up your eyes and let your other senses go 
crazy. Luxurious in both look and feel, blindfolds 
are held comfortably in place with a durable 
elastic strap.

FEATHER TICKLER ($11)
A classic for getting those sweet sensations all 
over, tickle and tease with this plume feather to 
trace all your intimate contours.

BONDAGE TAPE ($16)
Let your imagination loose with this incredibly 
versatile tool. Super sexy without ever hurting 
your skin.

LET’S FACE IT,  when it comes to intimacy, privacy and secret pleasures, hotels have a long 
and storied past. From Sinatra to Capote, Patti Smith, Warhol and Marilyn Monroe, the famous, 
nearly famous and the infamous have always used hotels as sexy backdrops for romance and 
fantasy. We’re excited to offer a unique, order-to-own sensual toy service to our Hotel guests in 
collaboration with Canada’s top erotic boutique, Come As You Are and other specially curated 
partners and suppliers. The menu includes a variety of items for all pleasure seekers, regardless 
of gender or sexual preference, and we proudly carry products from lots of Canadian and 
BIPOC-owned brands.

prices do not include HST


